Braver: A Wombat’s
Tale

A literature guide
by Laura Byrd at
tickettolearning.com
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This material is free to be copied and reproduced as needed in
a home or single classroom setting. It may not be printed and
shared or sold, nor can you share or sell the digital files.
If you would like to use this resource for a co-op or a multiclass situation, please send an e-mail
to:laura@tickettolearning.com
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Required Materials

• This guide
• Highlighters of various colors

Strongly Recommended Materials
• Eats, Shoots & Leaves Why, commas Really Do Make a Difference
by Lynne Truss
• YouTube
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How to Use Copywork

I’ve chosen several rich passages from our unit read
aloud to help you and your children dive in and learn
deeply about spelling, grammar, and the beauty of the
English language.

You will spend a majoraty of your time marking,
discussing, and higlighting the passage, and then will
finishe off by copying the passage, and/or having your
child write from dictation. Don’t feel a need to rush
through the passages. I’ve provided enough to go
through one for each week of study. If that’s too
fast, slow it down. It’s better to have full
understanding of two passages over the course of the
unit than to rush through. It is important that you
have encountered the passage in your reading before
you study it.

One of the greatest things about copywork is that you
can work to your child’s level. For each passage I
have provided you with tips on spelling and grammar
usage. Please don’t feel a need to mark EVERYTHING
in your passage. Mark the things that your child finds
confusing or concepts you would like to practice. I
made these guides simply as a tool to help you get
the most out of your copywork. How and if you use
them is up to you.
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Break up Multi-syllable Words

When you break up multi-syllable words and spell
them one syllable at a time, it makes things much
easier. It also helps to see spelling rules more
clearly. If you aren’t familiar with syllables in
spelling, check out this article.
If the passage is too long:

These copywork passages vary in length. You may
find that some are too long or difficult for some
students. They can mark and study the whole passage,
but choose a part of the passage that’s an
appropriate length for them to study. You can help
them see this by putting brackets around the part you
want them to learn. (For some students, one sentence
is plenty.)

Alternately, you can focus on easier forms of
dictation like French style dictation or reverse dictation.
What if my child learns the spelling skill before the
unit is over?
That’s fantastic! Either skip the spelling rule activity
and practice only tricky words with the Spelling
Activity cards. You could also pull challenge words
from the vocabulary section.

You could also pick a different spelling rule that
you’re child isn’t familiar with and work on that one.
Either way, it’s good to keep practicing what your
child knows through copywork and marking passages.
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What about the links with the grammar guides?

Most of the grammar concepts I list have a link or
two after them. Feel free to share them with your
child as a mini lesson. Alternately, you can take a
look at them ahead of time as a refresher to help
you teach the concept. They’re provided for your
convenience.
Why isn’t there an answer key?

Passages for grammar activities are taken directly
from the read aloud. I have given page numbers to
reference, but not direct answers. This may seem
frustrating to some kids, but the purpose is to give
them the opportunity to check their work, question,
and dialog. This leads to deeper understanding. It’s
better to have fewer passages that they check and
understand, than several passages, they rush through
without engaging.

If you find your child DOES need extra practice,
many of the links I’ve included for each skill have
practice sheets available, you can also work together
to find even more examples of a grammatical concept
in your book and keep them in a grammar log.
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“Lola, please stop asking so many
questions,” Arthur Budge, a dark-brown
wombat, pulled a parsley sprig from the
ground, then frowned at his daughter.
“You’re giving me indigestion.”
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 1

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Passage Week 1
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Literary Skills

• Opening Hook

• Descriptive Words

• Painting a Visual Picture
Read this weeks passage. This
paragraph in our book. Do you
way to start a story? Why or
leave you with any questions?
you?

is the very first
think it’s a good
why not? Does it
What sticks out to

This introduction is an example of an opening hook.
Some authors choose to start their writing with
something that will catch the reader’s attention right
from the beginning. It’s a way of saying, “Hey! You
want to read this. It’s worth your time!”
To find out more about opening hooks, watch this
YouTube video and talk about it: https://youtu.be/
MvjeLUuITlQ. What kind of hook is the one from
our passage?
Now it’s time for you to practice creating an
opening hook of your own. Choose one of the
following strategies to write a new opening for
Braver.
• Series of intriguing questions
• Statistic

• Surprising Fact

• Descriptive Setting
• Dialog

• Flashback

• Dive into the action

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 1
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Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (please, parsley, many,
me, depending on pronunciation - the)

• Multi Syllable Words - In-di-ges-tion, ques-tions,
Ar-thur, wom-bat, daugh-ter, par-sley, Lo-la)
• Suffixes: -ing (asking, giving - drop the e in
give), -ed (pulled, frowned), -s (questions)
• Ways to spell /ow/ (brown, ground)
• Silent e (Budge)

• Contraction (you’re = you+are)

• Pulled - double the l to add suffix ed

• Tricky Words (questions, Arthur, Budge,
daughter)
Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 1
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Read this week’s passage and highlight all the long
e sounds you find. Use the long e chart, or create
your own to sort the long e words. Add more long
e words to your chart as you see them throughout
this unit.
For extra practice find long e in the sentences
below.
1. “Questions can wait,” he said.

2. Lola and her parents were foraging in their
favorite clearing, where wild grasses and herbs
grew in abundance.
3. “What’s that?” Lola dropped her pawful of moss,
scrambled atop the log, and peered down at the
stream.
4.

He picked up a piece of soft pine and began to
hollow it.

5. The night’s events tapped at her mind like
raindrops onto the ground.

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below. Cut out the Spelling Activity Cards
and mix them up. Draw one and pick an activity to
practice your words.

•
•
•
•
•

please
parsley
many
me
_____________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 1
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Grammar and Usage

• Capital Letters for names
• Dialog

• Hyphen (link)

• Commas: Direct Address (1, 2), in dialog (link),
appositive (1), Comma with then acting as
coordinating conjunction (pause) (link)
Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Commas can be tricky, and sometimes even
contested among the best editors, but they are an
important part of our written language. When we’re
speaking, we convey meaning with pauses or a
change in tone. Commas are how we show those
pauses and tonal changes on paper.
Read Eats, Shoots & Leaves by Lynne Truss*, and/or
watch the video(s) below. Next, look at the
passage for the week and highlight all the
commas. Discuss why each one is there.

https://bit.ly/3sBXSC0

https://bit.ly/3gE24f1

https://bit.ly/3HMhuJY

*I highly recommend using this book as a reference throught the course of this unit. There is a lot of useful iinormation in the back I
have included a YouTube video if you cannot get the book.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Comma Practice Passage 1
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Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● RainbowWords: Write
each word 3xusing a
different color each
time.
● Build your wordswith
cut out letters
● Spell your wordsin
shaving cream 3xeach

Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● Rainbow Tracing:Trace
each word 3xusing a
different color each
time.
● Build your wordswith
LEGO
● Use a stickto write
your wordsin the dirt
2xeach

Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● Write yourwordsin
alphabetical order
● Build your wordswith
letter tiles
● Build your wordswith
Play Doh(outside on
the picnic table)

Pick onewaytopractice your
Pick onewaytopractice your
Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
spelling words:
spelling words:
● Write your wordsonce
● Turnyour words into
● Write yourwordswith
in pencil, once in
secret code
fancyletters
crayon and once in
● Write your wordson
● Make yourwordswith
marker
mamaʼsback with your
cereal of your choice.
(Youcan eat it when youʼre done. :) )
● Textyour spelling
finger and have her
● Make yourwordswith
words to Amma,
guesswhat youʼre
letter stamps.
Mandy, and Bampa
writing, then switch.
● Write a songthat
● Practice your words
includes your words
spellingbee style
Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● Write yourwordswith
no spacesin between,
but write each word
with a different color.
2x
● Paint your spelling
words.
● Make a silly sentence
with each word.
Underline your word.

Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● Draw and label your
spelling words.
● Make yourwordswith
dot markers.
● Pretend youare a
cheerleader. Call out a
chant for each of the
words 3xeach.

Pick onewaytopractice your
spelling words:
● Write your wordson a
dry erase board 3x
● Make yourwordswith
pipe cleaners.
● Write yourwordswith
a white crayon. Paint
over themwith
watercolor and watch
them appear.

Spelling Activity Cards
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Someone leaped off the top of the
cage. She was a black furry critter with
bloodred ears and a white fur collar. Lola
had never seen one in the flesh, but
she’d seen enough drawings in her
storybook to know exactly what she was
looking at.
A Tassie devil!
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 20
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Literary Skills

• Building Suspense

• Descriptive Words

• Painting a Visual Picture
Read this weeks passage. How did the authors build
suspense with this passage? Why didn’t they tell us
up front that it was a Tassie devil, and then
explain what she looked like?
Sometimes, by showing the reader a picture of
what’s happening while leaving some pieces missing,
we’re able to build suspense. In this case, we had
no idea what was stepping off the cage. The
description gives us clues and we want to start
guessing, but it’s only when Lola directly reveals
what she sees that these pieces come together.

A fun way to practice this technique is by playing
I-Spy. When describing a blue apron hanging on the
wall, Instead of saying, “I spy something blue,” you
can say something like:

“Its blue straps hang limply on the wall, waiting to
catch puffs of flour and water from freshly washed
hands.”
Have fun building as much suspense as you can
with various things you see.

If you have spelling words you need to review
from last week, choose a Spelling Activity card
and practice.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 2
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Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (leaped, she, furry, ears,
seen, she’d enough, storybook, exactly)
• Compound words (someone, storybook)
• Suffixes (leaped, drawings)

• f, l, and s doubled after a short vowel at the
end of a one syllable word and /k/ sound is
ck. (off, black)
• Silent e words (cage, white)

• Contraction (she’d = she+had)

• Tricky Words (know, col-lar, one, e-nough,
Tassie, ex-act-ly, dev-il)

Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 2
20

Highlight long e words in this week’s passage and
add them to your long e chart. Long e hunt. Look
in your favorite book, around the house, in the
newspaper - anywhere and find examples of long e
words. Find four different ways to spell long e and
write the words in the space below. You might also
want to add them to your long e chart.

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below, as well as any tricky words
leftover from last week. Draw a Spelling Activity
card and choose one activity to complete.

•
•
•
•
•

enough
exactly
storybook
seen
__________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 2
21

Grammar and Usage

• Capital letters and periods for sentences

• Comma: Coordinating Conjunctions (video, article)
• Contraction: apostrophe (video, article)
• Capital letter for proper noun

• Exclamation Point (video, article)
Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Watch or read about coordinating conjunctions (see
links above). Highlight the commas in this week’s
passage. Look at the sentences from Braver and
circle the conjunction. Add commas when needed.
Check your answer by finding the sentences in the
book.
1. The Tassie devil scrambled off the cart and
began shouting orders to the rats. (p. 25)

2. Lola didn’t know how to help her parents and
neighbors but she knew one thing–she couldn’t
let them go without her. (p. 24)

3. Lola’s body wanted to run but her heart wanted
to stay. (p. 22)
4. Branches poked her from all sides but she
pushed through. (p.18)

For an extra challenge, see if you can find more
sentence that use commas before coordinating
conjunctions in Braver or other books or articles.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Comma Practice Passage 2
22

The sound came again. Yes, something
was out there, but none of the rats
seemed to notice. Their hearing was
clearly not as sensitive as hers. She held
back a squeal as she imagined a night
monster swimming slowly toward their
camp.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 69

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Copywork Passage 3
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Literary Skills
• Cliffhangers

• Descriptive Words

• Painting a Visual Picture
Read
page
good
Does

this weeks passage. Read the full context on
69 if you need to. Do you think this was a
way to end the chapter? Why or why not?
it make you want to keep reading?

You don’t want to use cliffhangers too much, but
they can certainly offer excitement in a story.
Watch this video about cliffhangers and have fun
with the activities at the end. Parents take note: the

example in this story includes a girl who discovers her father is her
uncle. If this isn’t appropriate for your family, watch the video ahead
and share the lesson and activity with your child in your own words.

TIP!

Feel free to tell
the cliffhangers
verbally. They
don’t have to be
written.
Scan the QR
Code or visit:
https://youtu.be/
qiLrn2L2dHU

If your kids are
enjoying the
writing, feel free
to take a few
days on this
activity.

If you have spelling words you need to review
from last week, choose a Spelling Activity card
and practice.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 3
25

Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (seemed, hearing, clearly,
squeal, she, slowly)
• Compound words (some|thing, to|ward)

• Silent e words (came, there, none, notice,
sensitive)

• Suffixes (seem[ed], hear[ing], clear[ly], imagin[ed]
- drop the e in imagine, swim-m[ing] - double
the m to protect the short i in swim, slow[ly],
rat[s])
• f, l, and s doubled after a short vowel at the
end of a one syllable word and /k/ sound is
ck. (back)
• Tricky Words (i-mag-in[ed], their - homophone)
Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 3
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Highlight long e words in this week’s passage and
add them to your long e chart. Continue your hunt
from last week and find examples of the other four
ways to spell long e. Write them in the space
below.

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below, as well as any tricky words
leftover from last week. Draw a Spelling Activity
card and choose one activity to complete.

•
•
•
•
•

squeal
hearing
clearly
slowly
__________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 3
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Grammar and Usage

• Capital letters and periods for sentences

• Commas: Introductions (video, article),
coordinating conjunction (see practice passage 2
for lessons and practice)

Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Watch or read about commas with introductions
(see links above).

Highlight any punctuation you see in this week’s
passage and discuss.

Cut apart the passages on the next few pages.
Look at each one and decide where the commas
go. Cut the passage at that spot and add a
comma.

Check your answers in the book. Here’s where to
find them.
1. 1 comma, p. 65

2. 2 commas p. 67
3. 1 comma p. 53
4. 1 comma p. 53

,
,

,
,

,

Cut out the commas
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Comma Practice Passage 3
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1. You know I don’t think I’ve ever gotten to
the end of a story.

2. But the truth is she’s never set foot up here

the route.

4. Careful to keep the paper dry she checked

increasingly wet.

3. A few hours into her trek the ground grew

her.

and none of us have taken the journey to meet
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Stella looked up from the scroll. “What
are the mice supposed to eat if you take
all the harvest? We’ll starve, we will.”
“It’s not my concern if

the mice do or

do not starve.” Overseer Rake ran a paw
over her white collar. “Forthwith, all fruits
and vegetables grown in the Mouse
Farmlands are property of the crown.”
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 116

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Copywork Passage 4
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Literary Skills

• Giving Each Character a Unique Voice
Read the passage above. Now read just the part in
quotes. Could you tell who was talking even if the
author didn’t tell you? Why?
Giving each character a unique voice helps us
connect with the characters and the story.

Setlla repeats ideas and adds the phrases “they will
or we will,” at the end.
Overeseer Rake says each word formally and
deliberately. She doesn’t speak with contractions.

Blue and Lola also have a particular way of talking.
How do each of them talk that is unique to them?
Think of each character in the story. Write or
discuss how each of them would say, “I’m Hungry.”
Use different words and phrases to help us know
who’s speaking. Discuss your answers or write them
on the next page. If you write them, remember to
use punctuation and quotation marks.

If you have spelling words you need to review
from last week, choose a Spelling Activity card
and practice.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 4
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I’m hungry.

Lola

Overseer Rake

Stella

Blue

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Character’s Voice Passage43
37

Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (eat, we, overseer,
property)
• Compound words (over|se[er], farm|land[s])

• Silent e words (mice, starve, take, rake, white,
are,)

• Suffixes (look[ed], suppos[ed] - drop the e from
suppose, vegetable[s], fruit[s])
• f, l, and s doubled after a short vowel at the
end of a one syllable word and /k/ sound is
ck. (scroll, all, will, )
• Contraction (we’ll = we+will)

• Tricky Words (vegetables, concern)
Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 4
38

Highlight long e words in this week’s passage and
add them to your long e chart. Cut out the long e
sounds below. Place them around the room. Take
turns saying a word from your long e chart. The
non-reader should throw a bag or rice or ball or
shoot a nerf gun to hit the correct long e for the
word. If it’s a nice day you could do this with
sidewalk chalk and water guns.

ei e-e
ey ie
ee
ea

e y

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below, as well as any tricky words
leftover from last week. Draw a Spelling Activity
card and choose one activity to complete.

•
•
•
•
•

eat
we
overseer
property
__________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Long e Practice Passage 4
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Grammar and Usage

• Capital letters and periods for sentences, proper
names and titles (video, article)
• Quotations and dialog (video 1, video 2, Video
3, article)
• Question Mark (video, article)
•

Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Mark all of the punctuation you find in this
week’s passage.
Read or watch videos about quotations and dialog
(see above.)
This week you wrote how different characters
from Tassie Island would say, “I’m hungry.” Take
a look at the phrases you wrote. If you didn’t
add quotations and proper dialog markings, re-write
the phrases to include punctuation. If you already
included punctuation, check your work to make sure
you got all your markings correct.
EXTRA CHALLENGE: Find examples of dialog in
the book and discuss the punctuation.

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Comma Practice Passage 4
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Melvin darted between them and tried to
push Lola backward, away from Rake.
“Lola? What are you doing? You need to
get out of here,” he warned, pushing with
all his might. But, as before, Lola
wouldn’t budge.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 172

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Copywork Passage 5
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Literary Skills

• Creating Action

• Using Interesting Words
Read the passage above. What’s happening in this
part of the story? Is it slow, or is there a lot of
action? How can you tell?
What if the authors said:

Melvin came between Lola and Rake. “Lola, get
back!” he said. But he could not get Lola to move.

Which version is more interesting? Why? Can you
identify any specific words or descriptions that make
the best version more interesting?
Using vivid words - especially verbs (those are
action words) can make the action in stories seem
more real and exciting. I’ve included some boring
scenes bellow. Can you rewrite them to add more
action?
1. Lola fought Rake.
2. Blue got lost.

3. Melvin rescued Blue.
4. Snarl helped Lola.

If you have spelling words you need to review
from last week, choose a Spelling Activity card
and practice.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 5
45

Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (be-tween, need, be-fore,
here - homophone, he)
• Compound words (back|ward)

• Silent e words (Rake, are, before, here)

• Suffixes (dart[ed], tri[ed] - change y to I and
add [ed], do[ing], warn[ed], push[ing])

• f, l, and s doubled after a short vowel at the
end of a one syllable word and /k/ sound is
ck. (back-ward, all)
• Contraction (wouldn’t = would+not)
• Tricky Words (might, wouldn’t)

Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea
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Highlight long e words in this week’s passage and
add them to your long e chart.

Using your chart, write sentences using all eight of
the long e spellings. How many can you fit into one
sentence? Use the space below to write.

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below, as well as any tricky words
leftover from last week. Draw a Spelling Activity
card and choose one activity to complete.

•
•
•
•
•

here
between
before
need
__________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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Grammar and Usage

• Capital letters and periods for sentences

• Commas: non-essential elements (video, article),
dialog (see passage 4), introductory word (see
passage 3)
• Quotations and dialog (see passage 4)
• Question Marks (see passage 4)

Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Mark all of the punctuation you find in this
week’s passage and discuss it.
With your favorite colored writing tool, add
commas to these passages that contain nonessential phrases:

1. Thee overseer’s whip reminded her of an angry
bee capable of stinging at any moment. (p. 173)

2. The echidna who’d poked her head out to see
what was going on tightened into a ball again. (p.
173)
3. The overseer sneered showing off her teeth.
(p.175)
4. The rat guards who’d been leaning sleepily
against the wall bounded to attention. (p.176)

5. A few swamp water rats with bellies bloated lay
atop the heap smiling with contentment as they
digested. (p. 178)
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It was a plan made in haste, and
probably filled with flaws, but as Lola
turned to face the red carpet, she felt a
sudden rush of confidence. Why? Because
she knew that the best stories come with
the least expected heroes.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale p. 235
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Literary Skills
• Epiphany

• Giving the reader hope
Read the passage above. What does this passage
make you think about? How does it make you feel?

In this moment, Lola had what we call an epiphany.
According to the Merriam Webster dictionary, an
epiphany is an “illuminating discovery, realization, or
disclosure”. Authors will often use epiphanies at a
turning point in the story or when one of the
characters experiences growth. Often the epiphany
changes the direction of the story.
Why do you think the author chose to show us
Lola’s epiphany? How did it change her actions in
the story?

Have you ever had an ah ha moment? I time when
something began making sense to you and changed
how you did things?
On a separate paper, draw a picture of your
epiphany or of Lola as the hero of her story.

If you have spelling words you need to review
from last week, choose a Spelling Activity card
and practice.
Braver: A Wombat’s Tale

Passage 6
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Spelling

• Ways to spell long e (prob-a-bly, be-cause,
least, stori[es] - change y to I and add -es,
hero[es])

• Silent e words (made, haste, face, con-fi-dence,
be-cause, come)
• Suffixes (flaw[s], turn[ed], ex-pect[ed])

• f, l, and s doubled after a short vowel at the
end of a one syllable word and /k/ sound is
ck. (fill[ed])
• Tricky Words (confidence)

Eight Ways
to Spell
Long e

Long e Spelling Rules

• ei

• Y or ey say the long e sound at
the end of a two syllable word
when the final syllable is
unstressed: many, funny, parsley

• e

• e-e
• ey
• ie
• y

• ee
• ea

• E often says it’s long sound at
the end of a syllable (or in an
open syllable): he, she, me

• A silent e at the end of a word
makes the vowel say its name (ee). We don’t see this often with
e: here
• Ei will typically be used in the
middle of words because English
words to not end in I or V, ei.

• Other long e spellings: ie, ee, ea
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Highlight long e words in this week’s passage and
add them to your long e chart.

Using your long e chart, write each word on a strip
of paper and a spot on a blank BINGO board.
Put the word strips in a bowl or hat and play
Bingo, here are some ideas of ways to play
• Classic - Five in a Row

• Four Corners - One marker in each corner

• X Marks the Spot - Create an X pattern on the
board
• Doubles - 2 rows of five

• Columns Only - Make a match of five straight up
and down
• Rows Only - Make a row of five across the
board

Mark the long e sound in the words below. Write
and mark any difficult words from the passage on
the lines below, as well as any tricky words
leftover from last week. Draw a Spelling Activity
card and choose one activity to complete.

•
•
•
•
•

here
between
before
need
__________

•
•
•
•
•

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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Grammar and Usage

• Capital letters and periods for sentences

• Commas: non-essential elements (see passage 5),
coordinating conjunctions (see passage 2),
complex sentences (video, article)
• Question Marks (see passage 4)

Choose another Spelling Activity Card, and practice
your words.
Mark all of the punctuation you find in this
week’s passage and discuss it.

Race to find complex sentences with commas. Set
a timer for 5, 10, or 15 minutes. How many
complex sentences can you find in Braver? Mark
them with a sticky note while the timer’s ticking.
When the timer’s done go back and check them.
Write down each correct complex sentence you
flagged. Now, highlight only the commas that
separate the independent and dependent clauses.

Braver: A Wombat’s Tale Comma Practice Passage 6
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Vocabulary
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Chapter 1

Chapter 2

• foraging

• “throw a wobbly”

• indigestion
• spectacles (p.3)
• reprimand
• avarice

• prodigious
• bellowed

• indulge
• bloke

• memorized
• riffled
• rent

• antisocial
Chapter 3

Chapter 4

• stench

• ambassador

• embankment
• informed

• cloak

• treaty
• exiles

• scoundrels
• rescinded
• barge
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Chapter 5

Chapters 6-7

• furrowed

• cuppa

• generations
• twilight

• terrorized
• mincing

• predator

• nocturnal
• waddle

• beady
• trek

• tendrils
• eerie

• seeping

• scavenging

• disembark
Chapter 8

Chapter 9

• gleamed

• aloft

• yabberer
• dregs

• bikkies

• insomniac
• putrid

• stagnent
• thicket
• detour
• rancid

• bristled
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Chapters 10-11

Chapter 12

• illuminating

• sarcastic

• precedence
• gurgled

• chortled
• malted

• compost
• vigor

• vittles

• deadpan

• switchbacks
• scorcher

• haberdasher
Chapters 13-14

Chapters 15-16

• contraption

• beholden

• wrung

• plume

• monstrous
• scum

• ferocious
• uncoiled
• pathetic

• warrior

• issuance
• gaggle
• billow

• gondola
• kindling
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Chapter 17

Chapters 18-19

• instinct

• stoked

• offend

• upchuck

• turbulence

• brandishing

• tormented

• plummeting
• brackish
• estuary

• anticipation
• servitude
• parasol

• contract
Chapters 20-21
• silhouette

Chapter 22
• anxiety

• dismissive
• belies

• progressive
• pastoral
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Chapter 23

Chapters 24-26

• bolted

• quizzically

• wing

• retire

• nimbly

• maneuver
• toppled
• traitor

• clutches
• chasm

• forged

• familial
• strut

• amazement
• atop

Chapter 27

Chapter 28

• gilded

• draconian

• rebels

• courtyard
• luxurious
• loomed
• ridicule

• minuscule
• avarice

• bewilderment
• acrid

• dutifully
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Chapters 29-30
• cobblestone
• peers

Chapter 31 and Epilogue
• legend

• shriek

• proposition

• commissioned
• scheme

• comrade

• reintegration
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Word of the Week
__ Color your word.

__ Write it on the line.
__ Discuss the spelling.

__ Read where the word is used in your book.
Write the matching definition.

(My Word)
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Word of the Week
(My Word)
What is it:

Noun

Adverb
Verb

Synonyms:

Other:

ve
i
t
c
e
Adj

Antonyms:

Word Forms:
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Word of the Week
(My Word)

Draw it:

Write a sentence:
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Discussion Guide

Chapter 1

1. Do you feel different from others around you?
Do you know anyone who’s different?
2. Have you ever heard the story of how your
parents met?

3. Do you have a favorite book that you like to
read again and again? What is it?
4. What do you think Mr. Squat was doing?

5. Do you think it was a good idea for Lola to go
outside? Why or why not?
6. Have you ever been curious about conversations
and situations, sneaking around to find out more?
Chapter 2

1. What do you think about the message Lola was
given? Should she read it? Why or why not?
2. What was the screech and why did Bail
Blackwater take off so quickly?
Chapter 3

1. Why do you think Lola followed the cart? Do
you think that was wise?

2. What just happened? What is Lola going to do?
What would you do?
Chapter 4

1. Are there family members you particularly relate
to? If so, why?
2. What would you add to your backpack if you
were going on a quest like Lola?
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Chapter 5

1. What does it mean to be brave? Do you think
Lola is being brave? When have you been brave?
2. Lola mentions “The Tale of the Long Waddle.”
Based on what we know, what do you think this
story is about?
3. Lola also mentioned “The Great Burn”. Why do
you think it made an impact on her?
Chapter 6

1. The characters in this chapter share various
emotions and perspectives. What can you tell
about the characters based on their actions and
speech?

2. We hear a lot about peppermint tea to help
nervous tummies. How do you like to calm down
when you feel stressed or anxious?
Chapter 7

1. Look at the author’s description of fire. How did
she describe it? What descriptive words did she
use? How would you describe it?
2. Do you think the rats are safe?
Chapter 8

1. Are you noticing a theme of creatures who don’t
quite fit in? Why?
2. We learned some interesting information about
things happening in Dore and some interesting
accusations about Queen Myra. Based on the
information you have, what do you think is
happening?
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Chapter 5

1. What does it mean to be brave? Do you think
Lola is being brave? When have you been brave?
2. Lola mentions “The Tale of the Long Waddle.”
Based on what we know, what do you think this
story is about?
3. Lola also mentioned “The Great Burn”. Why do
you think it made an impact on her?
Chapter 6

1. The characters in this chapter share various
emotions and perspectives. What can you tell
about the characters based on their actions and
speech?

2. We hear a lot about peppermint tea to help
nervous tummies. How do you like to calm down
when you feel stressed or anxious?
Chapter 7

1. Look at the author’s description of fire. How did
she describe it? What descriptive words did she
use? How would you describe it?
2. Do you think the rats are safe?
Chapter 8

1. Are you noticing a theme of creatures who don’t
quite fit in? Why?
2. We learned some interesting information about
things happening in Dore and some interesting
accusations about Queen Myra. Based on the
information you have, what do you think is
happening?
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Chapter 13

1. Why wouldn’t Lola know what steam is?
Chapter 14

1. Was Lola being brave or foolish?

2. What does “swallowed her pride” mean?
3. Who showed bravery in this chapter?
Chapter 15

1. Do you think Snarl might have anything in
common with Lola and Melvin?
2. Can Snarl be trusted?
Chapter 16

1. Do you have any predictions about what’s
happening? Who are the good guys? Who are
the bad?

2. Why was Melvin so loyal? Would you stay with
Lola?
3. Was Melvin brave when he got in the balloon
even though he was scared?
Chapter 17

1. Why didn’t Lola want to tell a story?
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Chapter 13

1. Why wouldn’t Lola know what steam is?
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1. Do you think Snarl might have anything in
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1. Do you have any predictions about what’s
happening? Who are the good guys? Who are
the bad?

2. Why was Melvin so loyal? Would you stay with
Lola?
3. Was Melvin brave when he got in the balloon
even though he was scared?
Chapter 17

1. Why didn’t Lola want to tell a story?
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